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December 3, 2015 
 
Mic Hansen, Chair 
Pasadena Planning Commission 
c/o Joanne Hwang, Planner, Community Planning Section 
City of Pasadena 
175 N. Garfield Ave. (Hale Building) 
Pasadena, CA  91101-1704 
 
Madam Chairwoman and Planning Commissioners: 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Pasadena Complete Streets Coalition regarding the proposed changes to 
the Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Ordinance. 
 
This update to the TOD ordinance presents a critical opportunity to address two major issues facing 
Pasadena. The first is the use of increasingly scarce developable land near transit, especially major 
transit stations such as the Gold Line stations in Pasadena.  Land near a transit station is a rare 
resource.  Buildings last for many decades.  It is important that any new developments maximize 
access to the transit resource, and that City policies encourage this “highest and best use” of the 
parcels. 
 
The second issue is the need to encourage non-auto modes of transportation in Pasadena.  This is an 
expressly stated goal of the General Plan, and continues to be a vital effort as we all deal with the 
effects of global climate change.  We appreciate that the proposed code includes maximum parking 
requirements and increases the radius of TOD zones. However, we believe that the proposed parking 
minimums are too high to adequately support the goals of the General Plan. 
 
We recognize that changes in behavior will be incremental, and that it may begin with people driving 
to a transit station instead of all the way to their destination.  For that reason, parking for Metro users 
at some Gold Line stations (such as Fillmore and Sierra Madre) is an important resource that should 
be maintained.  However, parking requirements for residential uses at all the stations should assume 
that people living in those residences will own fewer cars.  Parking requirements for offices at all the 
stations should assume that many commuters will be accessing their workplace by transit.  
 
There is a great deal of support for this approach in the academic literature. From “Parking Policy for 
Transit-Oriented Development”: 
 

“Oversupplying parking in TODs uses scarce land for which there are better 
community uses. It also drives up occupancy costs (since parking is bundled with 
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rent payments) and/or lowers return on investment. It encourages developers to 
build larger residential units so that they can amortize the cost of required 
parking across a greater per unit rent stream (Hitchcock 1999; Litman 1998), 
further harming housing affordability. Finally, unused spaces in residential 
projects are rarely shared with other uses because of the desire to control access 
to the parking. Excess residential parking rarely contributes to a district area 
parking supply.”  

 
By Richard Wilson, Cal Poly Pomona in the Journal of Public Transportation, 
Volume 8, Number 5, 2005 

 
So how should the parking standards be set?  We suggest two guiding principles. The first principle 
should be to allow as much flexibility as possible.  We do not want city standards to mandate a 
parking requirement that is above current or future demand.  As expressed by the Urban Land 
Institute in “10 Principles of TODs”: 
 

“Flexible parking standards provide some latitude in providing the optimal 
number of parking spaces. Of the many other tools that can be used to reduce 
the impact of parking, the four principal ones are “move it, share it, deck it, and 
wrap it.” 
 
■ Move it: Contrary to common practice, in which parking is located 
immediately adjacent to the station, broader community goals are best served 
when parking is moved away from the platform. The land nearest the station is 
the best land for development, so using it for parking means a lost opportunity. 
Placing parking a five-to seven-minute walk from the station opens prime real 
estate for development. 
 
■ Share it: Sharing the parking among patrons who make use of it at different 
times of the day or week is an excellent way to minimize the space devoted to 
parking.  

 
The second principle must be to check the standards against other Transit Oriented Developments, 
not against more suburban uses.  From “Parking Management:  Strategies for More Efficient Use of 
Parking Resources”: 
 

Current parking requirements are often inflexible and generous, applied with 
little consideration to specific geographic and demographic factors that affect 
parking demand at a particular location (Cervero and Arrington 2009; CTR 
1999; Engel-Yan and Passmore 2010; Litman 1999; Millard-Ball 2002; Rowe, et 
al. 2013; Shoup 1999). Parking requirements are based on parking generation 
studies that are mostly performed at new, suburban sites with unpriced parking, 
resulting in standards that tend to be excessive in urban areas with more multi-
modal transportation, where parking is priced, and at sites with TDM programs 
(Shoup 2002).  Current minimum parking standards are often inflexible, applied 
with little consideration to specific geographic, demographic, economic and 
management conditions. 
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In many situations, parking standards for new facilities, and the supply of 
parking at existing facilities, can be reduced without creating significant parking 
problems, particularly if implemented as part of an integrated parking 
management program. More accurate and flexible parking requirements means 
that parking standards reflect the parking demand and costs at a particular 
location, taking into account geographic, demographic, economic and 
management factors. This allows parking requirements to be reduced in 
exchange for implementation of specific parking and mobility management 
strategies, such as: 
 

·         Shared Parking, Priced Parking and Parking Cash Out 
·         Regulations that encourage more efficient parking facility use. 
·         Overflow parking plans to deal with occasional peaks. 
·         Transit and Rideshare improvements   
·         Smart Growth that increases land use accessibility 

 
We believe that these proposed changes to the TOD Ordinance weaken the effectiveness of the city’s 
smart growth goals – we need policies that support walkable communities.  We recommend that 
there be NO MINIMUM parking requirements at any transit-oriented development in Pasadena, 
especially at the Central District stations. We further recommend that if there are to be two separate 
standards, then the Allen station should be included with the other Central District stations. 
 
If an owner feels that there is a market for housing or a workplace with no or minimal parking, then 
they (and their lenders and investors) should be able to take that market risk. Allowing reduced 
parking has measurable benefits for housing affordability and may allow businesses to reduce costs 
through shared parking or other mobility management strategies.    
 
By choosing to eliminate parking minimums and implementing the "best planning practices" used in 
many other cities, such as Austin, Madison, Minneapolis, Nashville, Pittsburgh and Sacramento (see 
details below), Pasadena will be planning for the future instead of reacting to the past. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of our recommendations. 
 
 
Blair L. Miller 
 
Blair Miller 
On behalf of the Pasadena Complete Streets Coalition 
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Examples of cities with no minimum parking requirements in part or all of the city: 
 
Austin, TX: – All minimum parking requirements except ADA-compatible spaces were eliminated 
in the downtown area a few years ago.   
 
Madison, WI:  There are no minimum requirements in the downtown. 
 
Minneapolis, MN:  Minimums were removed in the downtown a few years ago and replaced with 
maximums.  The city recently eliminated parking minimums for <50 unit residential developments 
near high-frequency transit corridors.    
 
The Nashville Downtown Code is a form-based code covering the city’s 886 downtown acres.  It 
contains no minimum parking requirements. 
 
Pittsburgh, PA’s downtown area has eliminated parking minimums entirely, for all land uses. 
 
Sacramento, CA:  All parking minimums were removed from the central business district in 2012. 
 
 
Resources: 
 

1. Parking Policy for Transit-Oriented Development 
Richard Wilson, Cal Poly Pomona, Journal of Public Transportation, Vol. 8, No. 5, 2005 
http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/dallasbrief3.pdf 

 
2. Ten Principles for Successful Development Around Transit 

Urban Land Institute, January 1, 2003 
http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/index.php/assets/Uploads/bestpractice086.pdf 

 
3. Parking Management: Strategies for More Efficient Use of Parking Resources 

Victoria Transportation Policy Institute, April 17, 2015 
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm28.htm 

 
4. Parking Code Guidance:  Case Studies and Model Provisions  

Metropolitan Transportation Commission, June 2012 
http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smart_growth/parking/6-
12/Parking_Code_Guidance_June_2012.pdf 

 
5. Getting Parking Right for TOD 

Adam Millard-Ball, Rail~Volution Conference, September 2005 
http://railvolution.org/rv2005_pdfs/rv2005_306d.pdf 
 

6. Mapping America’s Fight Against Excess City Parking 
Eric Jaffe, The Atlantic’s CityLab, November 24, 2015 
http://www.citylab.com/housing/2015/11/mapping-parking-minimum-policy-
city/417486/?utm_source=SFFB 




